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PROLAG®World - state-of-the art warehouse 

management software

Our high standards of quality 
assurance and software design have 
created a standardised yet flexible 
warehouse management system. 
PROLAG®World stands for high-quality 
transactions, low error rates, lean 
processes and fast reaction times 
throughout the warehouse.

e-mail: info@cim.de
Web: www.cim.de

Optimise tomorrow‘s 
goods flows with 
PROLAG®World - 
save time and costs!

Standardised yet individual 
150 configurable standard modules meet all of your 
individual warehousing requirements.

A secure investment
A modern, browser-based solution with service-
oriented architecture for simple release upgrades.

An inventory of knowledge
Supplies a wealth of information about your stocks 
and data, as well as enabling traceability of batches 
and articles.

Transparent processes 
Guarantees optimal stock flows - worldwide, mobile 
and round-the-clock.

Call us at +49 8141 51 02 - 0 or 
write us at info@cim.de. 

Warehouse management software
PROLAG®World optimises your warehouse

PROLAG®World - always a solution in stock



 

PROLAG®World Basic: the cross-sector 
solution for reliable stock control and 
warehouse processes.

PROLAG®World Trade & Retail:  
sophisticated logistics for high-efficiency 
returns management and batch handling as 
well as the forklift routing system.

PROLAG®World Production: streamlines 
production processes, providing perfect 
synchronisation of your warehouse logistics 
and production logistics.

PROLAG®World Health Care: supports the 
complex processes in the health care sector.

PROLAG®World 3PL: provides a high degree 
of flexibility for 3PL providers with multiple site 
management, simple client integration and 
warehouse billing.

PROLAG®World
Modern, standardised warehouse management for streamlined processes and greater efficiency in your warehouse

 
PROLAG®World - it‘s all in your hands

We have been successfully implementing 
projects for almost 30 years. Benefit from our 
experience.
Careful planning ist the key to a successful WMS 
project. Thanks to clearly defined, standardised 
processes and effective milestone management, 
your project is guaranteed to succeed.  

We take great pride in the quality and reliability 
of our products. PROLAG®World has ISO 9001 
certification and is validated annually by the 
Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and 
Logistics.

 
Success stories

 
Standardised project management

Configuring instead of programming 
You can configure your software processes exactly 
as you want to have them. PROLAG®World is 
standardised yet flexible and features a modular 
design. The software is programmed in JAVA, has 
internet capability and is compatible with any 
database and operating system.

Special features:

 Configurable reporting tools
 Automated warehouse interface,  
 pick-by-voice, pick-by-light
 Forklift routing system
 Returns management
 Production mapping & kanban
 Management of hazardous goods and 
 materials
 Shipping system
 Online shop and POS integration
 Mobile warehouse management (android)
  


